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• Welcome  and Introductions

• Introduction to SEL4NJ

• What we have been up to the 
last 12 months

• Landscape Analysis Update

• Comments, Thoughts, Questions

• Next Steps! 
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AGENDA
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SEL4US ~ SEL4NJ

SEL4NJ is an affiliate of SEL4US, a 
national network of state 
alliances promoting the  
importance of social-emotional 
learning and related approaches 
(SEL) to be systematically and 
intentionally integrated in schools 
and other organizations, as well 
as fostering implementation 
support for those efforts. 



• Board of Trustees

• Leadership Team 

• Landscape Analysis Team 
Leaders 

• Volunteers

• All of You! 
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SEL4NJ



SEL4NJ defines “SEL” as an umbrella term that includes systematic efforts to 
promote any or all of the following: 
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SEL Broadly Defined

• social and emotional 
development

• character education
• mental and physical health
• bullying prevention
• positive youth development
• substance use prevention
• Promotion of moral and 

performance values

• caring schools and communities
• positive school climate and 

culture
• whole child/whole school 

approaches
• educational equity
• an appropriately challenging 

academic experience
• a trauma informed, equity, and 

anti-racism practice



The vision of SEL4NJ is that all students in New Jersey have access 
to schools that provide a culture and climate that is respectful, 
caring, challenging, engaging, inspiring, safe and healthy. 

These schools are civic-minded and culturally responsive, promote 
educational equity and help students and adults build social-
emotional competencies and develop positive relationships 
connecting them to the school, their community, and each other.
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SEL4NJ Vision



The mission of SEL4NJ is to continuously build a network of 
organizations and individuals in New Jersey that are committed to 
the importance of developing students’ social and emotional 
competencies, and through this collaboration, promote a 
systematic and intentional integration of SEL, as broadly defined, in 
schools and other organizations, including before and after school 
programming.
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SEL4NJ Mission



• Build statewide awareness for SEL and related approaches.

• Provide support for state and local SEL-related policies and funding. 

• Connect local SEL stakeholders to learn about and share research and 
best practices

• Provide resources and implementation support to schools and other 
institutions.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF SEL4NJ

NOW MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER! 



• Encourage working across silos within the state

• Amplify and increase visibility for shared messages across the state

• Landscape Analysis project launched February 2019
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SEL4NJ Focus Areas 



• Career and Future Workforce Readiness

• Educational Equity

• Higher Education

• Mental and Physical Health

• Policy

• School Supports and Implementation

• SEL and the Arts

• And new groups
• SEL Providers, Equity and Special Education
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Landscape Analysis Working Groups



SEL4NJ is a lead voice within the landscape of SEL within the State. 

By identifying strengths and opportunities in key areas we will lay a strong foundation for 
a focused approach to making real lasting change and re-entry in fall 2021.

Given the the past extraordinary year we felt it important to revisit all of the Landscape 
Analysis Focus Areas with a COVID pandemic, Equity, and Anti-Racism Lens
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Landscape Analysis



• Impact of COVID

• Racial reckoning

• Political and social division

• Applying the established definition of equity as a focusing principle of 
SEL4NJ’s work and a key lens for understanding the impact of recent events 
on SEL implementation
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2020-2021 Landscape Analysis 
Update



• By equity, SEL4NJ is referring to a vision in which all stakeholders (students and staff) 
have the supports needed to both access opportunity and achieve mastery. 

• Equity-informed SEL requires:

• interrogation and dismantling of dominant narratives and frames of reference, which shape 
the formation and content of SEL curricula, programming, and approaches

• continuous critical reflection through which leaders and educators develop critical 
consciousness of how SEL and related skills are culturally-infused 

• systematic and consistent inclusion of diverse voices in planning and decision-making, to 
support more equitably designed and delivered SEL efforts in the state of New Jersey
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Equity-oriented SEL Definition



• Disruption to implementation of existing SEL supports

• Concerns about learning loss and mental health/wellness

• Fewer opportunities for SEL skill development

• Likelihood of funding cuts in the future affecting facilities, staff, and 
activities

• Challenges to buy-in and lack of understanding of the benefits of SEL

• Exacerbation of existing inequities
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Key Themes: Emerging Concerns 
and Challenges



• Communicate effectively about the importance of equity-informed SEL skills and competencies for dealing 
with present and future challenges (e.g. workforce readiness; civic engagement and participation in 
democratic institutions and processes)-- we need to communicate that SEL is essential for helping many 
valued outcomes to happen

• Encouraging districts to integrate SEL in strategic plans and promote sustainability of efforts

• Coordinate SEL resources, programs, and supports and ensure providers and content are high quality

• Prioritize adult recovery and SEL following unprecedented levels of stress

• Providing professional development and support for current and pre-service educators

• Prioritize intersectional approaches to understanding the impact of the present disruptions on particularly 
vulnerable groups

• Consider tiered system of support for students dealing with trauma and grief on re-entry

• Build on the momentum of courageous conversations on racial and social justice concerns
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Key Themes: Priorities



• Use this network to promote SEL as a support for promoting everyone’s well-being in the transition back 
to in-person schooling and resilience for future challenges

• Strengthen and leverage lessons learned and innovations from forced remote learning

• Identify and showcase exemplary districts, schools, and practices for promoting equity-oriented SEL

• Promote existing and emerging frameworks and resources, such as the Arts Education & Social and 
Emotional Learning Framework, to embed SEL into instruction

• Revisit and revise curricula to promote representation and equity under LGBTQ and ability inclusive 
mandate, and potential inclusion and diversity mandate (A4454)

• Plan to collect data to understand current and emerging needs and strengths related to school climate 
and SEL

• Participate in SEL Day to build enthusiasm and visibility for SEL initiatives
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Key Themes: Resources and 
Opportunities



• Career and Workforce Readiness – Christy Biedron

• Mental and Physical Health – Barry Babarasch and Sol Heckelman

• Higher Education- Trish Heindel

• SEL and the Arts – Bob Morrison and Kira Rizzuto

• School Implementation and Supports – Bill Trusheim
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Working Group Introductions



• Deeper Dive in Each Key Focus Area
• Watch your inbox for the SEL4NJ Newsletter for 

dates and registration info

• SEL Day – March 26, 2021!!
• Watch your inbox for links to sign-up your 

school
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Next Steps 



SEL4NJ Public Service 
Announcement
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONy731CFN6c&feature=youtu.be

